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	Building Enterprise Ready Telephony Systems with sipXecs 4.0, 9781847196804 (1847196802), Packt Publishing, 2009
Open source telephony systems are making big waves in the communications industry. Moving your organization from a lab environment to production system can seem like a daunting and inherently risky proposition. Building Enterprise Ready Telephony Systems with sipXecs delivers proven techniques for deploying reliable and robust communications systems.

Building Enterprise Ready Telephony Systems with sipXecs provides a guiding hand in planning, building and migrating a corporate communications system to the open source sipXecs SIP PBX platform. Following this step-by-step guide makes normally complex tasks, such as migrating your existing communication system to VOIP and deploying phones, easy. Imagine how good you'll feel when you have a complete, enterprise ready telephony system at work in your business.

Planning a communications system for any size of network can seem an overwhelmingly complicated task. Deploying a robust and reliable communications system may seem even harder. This book will start by helping you understand the nuts and bolts of a Voice over IP Telephony system. The base knowledge gained is then built upon with system design and product selection. Soon you will be able to implement, utilize and maintain a communications system with sipXecs. Many screen-shots and diagrams help to illustrate and make simple what can otherwise be a complex undertaking. It's easy to build an enterprise ready telephony system when you follow this helpful, straightforward guide.
What you will learn from this book?

	Understand the complexities of an IP Telephony and Voice over IP network
	Build a clear process for migrating existing phone systems to an IP based system
	Deliver a solid foundation for any IP based phone system
	Quickly and easily get a sipXecs open source PBX running
	Deploy phones quickly and easily.
	Utilize Internet Telephony Service Providers to reduce monthly telephony bills
	Develop training materials to help successfully teach your users how to use the system
	Leverage sipXecs Automatic Call Distribution Queues to handle basic Call Center needs
	Operate and Maintain a reliable communications platform


Approach

This book was written to be a step by step approach to building a communications system for any organization. Care was taken to clearly illustrate with diagrams and screen shots all of the steps and concepts along the way. 

Who this book is written for?

 This book is written for network engineers who have been asked to deploy and maintain communications systems for their organizations.

About the Author

As an industry veteran with over 20 years in Information Technology consulting, Michael brings a network engineer's perspective to the Telephony business. After receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Engineering from the University of Maine, Michael worked hard to build up a computer manufacturing business which he left in the mid '90s. Following the manufacturing endeavor Michael worked with two close friends to build what became one of Maine's largest home-grown technology consulting and software development firms. After successfully selling the consulting business to a large out of state firm, Michael turned his attention to the growing IP Telephony space. Michael has helped successfully deploy some of the region's largest IP based communications systems and the infrastructure required to support those systems. Away from technology, Michael enjoys life with his wife Debra and son Matthew on their large Maine wild blueberry farm in rural Maine. Snowmobiling and hunting are the family choices for fun and Michael is also a long time Autocross fanatic with multiple class wins in his beloved Mini Cooper S.
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Writing and Querying MapReduce Views in CouchDBO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you are reading this book, then you likely have already installed CouchDB, explored the Futon web administration console, and created a few documents using the cURL command-line tool. You may even have created a CouchApp or other type of application that accesses documents stored in a CouchDB database. However, to use CouchDB for...



		

Gene Expression Programming: Mathematical Modeling by an Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006


	The idea for this second edition came from Janusz Kacprzyk on April 29,

	2005, who kindly invited me to his new Springer series, Studies in Computational

	Intelligence. The initial plan was to correct the usual typos and mistakes

	but leave the book unchanged, as Janusz thought (and I agreed with

	him) that it was the proper moment...

		

ASP.NET 2.0 Web Parts in Action: Building Dynamic Web PortalsManning Publications, 2006
"A must-buy for every ASP.NET developer using Web Parts."
 Scott Guthrie
 General Manager
 Microsoft Developer Division
 "Squeezes the full potential out of ASP.NET Web Parts."
 Andres Sanabria
 Lead Program Manager
 ASP.NET and Server Application Frameworks 

 Using Web Parts, ASP.NET...





	

OpenGL SuperBible: Comprehensive Tutorial and Reference (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	OpenGL® SuperBible, Sixth Edition,   is the definitive programmer’s guide, tutorial, and reference for the world’s leading 3D API for real-time computer graphics, OpenGL 4.3. The best all-around introduction to OpenGL for developers at all levels of experience, it clearly explains both...


		

Digital Music Making for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Get ready to move beyond the stage of simply ripping audio from CDs to the more creative ends of digital music production. The sheer volume and variety of computer-based production techniques can often seem daunting. "Digital Music Making for Teens" eases beginning musicians through that first crucial step into the larger world of digital...

		

Beginning Ajax (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
This book discusses what Ajax is and what it means to Web developers, as well as the technologies behind Ajax applications. The early chapters of this book begin with a discussion of the pros and cons of Ajax techniques, and they provide a quick refresher of JavaScript techniques. Working through this book, you’ll discover how Ajax...
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